Usage Intelligence
1.

Definitions.
1.1. “Licensee UI Products” means the products developed by or for Licensee that will be directly or indirectly enabled, protected or
managed by Usage Intelligence, including, but not limited to any Licensee product that is enabled by the use of a base product that
is enabled by Usage Intelligence (e.g., plugins, APIs, web services, etc.). Licensee UI Products shall not include any Licensee product
that, even if sold alongside or bundled with a different Licensee UI Product, can be installed and used in its entirety by an end user
without the use and/or installation of a Licensee UI Product.
1.2. “UI End User” means a licensee of a Licensee UI Product.
1.3. “UI Revenue” means the sum of all revenue from all sources directly related to the Licensee UI Products recognized in accordance
with GAAP during each of Licensee’s fiscal years, including, but not limited to all license, subscription and recurring maintenance
and support revenue. UI Revenues shall not include (a) revenue from consulting services related to the implementation, installation,
customization or configuration of Licensee CI Products.

2.

Fiscal Year. The last month of Licensee’s fiscal year will be established as December. Licensee may request a change by providing a written
request to Flexera regarding such change.

3.

Term of Use. Usage Intelligence will be provided in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth at
https://www.flexera.com/media/pdfs/noindex/legal/flexera-usage-intelligence-terms-of-use.pdf (the “TOU”). In the event of any conflict
between the terms and conditions set forth in the TOU and the Agreement, the Agreement will control.

4.

Support. Flexera will provide Support in accordance with the terms set forth at
http://resources.flexera.com/web/pdf/archive/Bronze_Support.pdf (“Support”). Subscription license fees include Support for the
duration of the subscription term.

5.

Redistributables. Licensee may copy any files specifically identified in the Documentation as “redistributables” and redistribute such files
with Licensee UI Products to UI End Users, provided that: (a) such Licensee UI Products add primary and substantial functionality to the
redistributables, (b) all copies of the redistributables must be exact and unmodified; (c) Licensee grants the UI End Users a limited,
personal, non-exclusive and non-transferable license to use the redistributables only to the extent required for the permitted operation
of the Licensee UI Products; (d) Licensee shall not render the redistributables subject to any open source license or any understanding of
any sort which transmits the redistributables to the public domain; (e) Licensee shall not use the redistributables in connection with the
dissemination of any malware, spyware, spam, or any other malicious software or for any illegitimate use of software which may
maliciously harm, impede or cause damage to any third-party’s software, hardware or systems, or which may be used for illegitimate
purposes or may breach the privacy and/or integrity of any persons or systems; and (f) Licensee informs the UI End Users of the
connection, collection and dissemination of information between such UI End Users, Licensee and/or Flexera, as applicable. Licensee will
reproduce with the redistributables all applicable trademark and copyright notices that accompany Usage Intelligence and/or
redistributables, but Licensee may not use Flexera’s name, logos or trademarks to market Licensee’s products. The termination of any
Usage Intelligence license will not require the removal or deletion of the redistributables from Licensee UI Products that were distributed
prior to the effective date of termination.

6.

Limitations. Licensee may only use Usage Intelligence with Licensee UI Products that generate revenue. Licensee shall not (and shall not
allow any third party to):
6.1. use Usage Intelligence to capture, collect or transfer any information, including, but not limited to, information related to its UI End
Users, in violation of any privacy, confidentiality or other restrictions, laws or regulations of any United States or foreign agency or
authority applicable to such information. In addition, Licensee shall ensure that the use of any such information complies with all
privacy, confidentiality or other restrictions, laws or regulations of any United States or foreign agency or authority applicable to
such information; or
6.2. use Usage Intelligence with a Licensee product where the primary functionality of such Licensee product when taken as a whole is
substantially similar to the functionality of Usage Intelligence.

7.

Modules. These Usage Intelligence terms and conditions shall apply to any modules licensed in conjunction with Usage Intelligence.

8.

Software or SaaS. For the purpose of the Agreement, Usage Intelligence is considered “SaaS”.

